Major Changes to Bloomberg/BNA Publications

Over the summer, the publisher Bloomberg BNA made a number of significant changes to its publications and its online platforms. Among the many changes, the most significant include the elimination of the print versions of U.S. Law Week, Family Law Reporter, Class Action Litigation Report, and the Criminal Law Reporter. All of these, with the exception of Family Law Reporter, will continue online either under the same name or under new names (e.g. Criminal Law Reporter is now White Collar & Criminal Law News). Online availability of these products is through your Bloomberg Law account. Please note that Bloomberg BNA will continue to make changes to many of their products over the next few months. During this time the Law Library will monitor these changes and determine how best to provide you with uninterrupted access to these resources.

Study Aid Finder

In response to suggestions from the law student community, the Law Library staff recently created a “Study Aid Finder.” The purpose of this resource is to easily allow the student to see which study aids (sometimes referred to as “supplements”) are available for each of the required and staple courses. In creating this resource we have included not just the paper editions of study aids available on Reserve at the Circulation Desk, but also the full-text digital editions available from both the West Academic and Wolters Kluwer online platforms. Since these publications are very popular with your students, and serve as useful supplements to the assigned readings and class materials, we strongly encourage faculty to promote the Study Aid Finder associated with your courses by linking to it on your course TWEN site. If you have any questions or suggestions regarding this resource please contact Steve Young or Kristina Martinez.